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In Greek mythology the
gods sometimes punished man

by fulfilling his wishes too
completely.

� Henry Kissinger

Mr. Gorbachev, tear
down this wall.

� Ronald Reagan

WE GOT WHAT WE
ASKED FOR. Now

we need to adapt.
In a classic article on threat

perception written early in the
Cold War, J. David Singer de-
fined a threat as a capability
coupled with intent.1 He explic-
itly defined a term he thought
was used too loosely in vital se-
curity debates at that critical
time. His definition remains a
basic point of instruction in se-
curity studies. Unfortunately,
academia�s precision has not
improved the focus of US
post-Cold War security policy.
Contemporary security policies
declare hunger, civil unrest and
other conditions of the security
environment as threats. Conse-
quently, the term �threat��
expanded to mean almost everything�means little.

Singer�s definition helped security policy planners
focus on capabilities when they were measured in
time of flight, throw weights and megatons of yield.
The intent of the Soviet Union was assumed within
models of massive retaliation, deterrence and mu-
tual assured destruction. A key objective of the Cold
War�s intelligence effort was finding out whether
capabilities enabled that intent to become a threat,
and if so, how great of a threat. In retrospect, it was
a simpler time.

Many things have changed. For instance, despite
great effort to describe the current security envi-
ronment, no recent articulation of US national se-
curity strategy equals the coherent vision of former

US State Department Chargé
George Kennan for containing
the Soviet Union.2 It may be too
much to expect a similarly el-
egant vision for protecting US
interests in the contemporary se-
curity environment. Kennan�s
world was less complex than the
security environment confront-
ing today�s strategists. Likely
there will be no neat, concise
statement of national strategy
directing the means and ends of
the United States over a long
period. Kennan�s world was the
aberration and his lack of confi-
dence �in the ability of men to
define hypothetically in any use-
ful way, by means of general and
legal phraseology, future situa-
tions which no one [can] really
imagine or envisage� may better
define our times than his.3

In today�s increasingly com-
plex security environment, states
are not the only major actors, and
technology arms small groups
with weapons that in the past
were held only by great pow-
ers. Technology and the prolif-

eration of knowledge have made biological, radio-
logical, chemical and cyber capabilities available
to nonstate actors. Kennan�s world assumed the
intent of specific state actors based on their public
declarations and other information. Determining oth-
ers� capabilities�for example, by counting missile
silos�was essential. In today�s security environ-
ment it is capability that must be assumed.

Past conventional wisdom that an actor�s intent
could not be known exaggerated the difficulty be-
cause counting missile silos or armored formations
was an easier and obvious alternative. In fact, an
actor�s intent can be known, but it requires much
more than counting silos. Unfortunately, given the
existing capability of dozens of actors, state and

Kennan�s world assumed
the intent of specific state
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nonstate, to strike America�s critical infrastructure
and population with weapons that cannot be counted
from space, determining intent is the only remain-
ing option to identify threats.

Watching Them Watch Us
The appearance of weapons of new concepts,

and particularly new concepts of weapons, has
gradually blurred the face of war.4

� Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui

Crafting an effective security policy requires un-
derstanding three elements: self, environment and
threat (see Figure 1). Under-
standing self means knowing the
ends desired, capabilities pos-
sessed, resources available, ac-
ceptable courses of action and
other aspects. The environment
interactively affects both self
and threat and can be modeled
using core assumptions about its
characteristics.5 For example, a
common model of the security
environment assumes that states
are the primary actors; the sys-
tem is self-help without an
overarching authority to referee
disputes; survival is the ultimate
end; and power, whether mea-
sured in terms of economic,
military or other instruments,
determines rank in the system.6
The requirements for knowing
oneself and the environment
have changed relatively little.
Understanding threats, however,
has become more difficult.

Key US security officials have
documented the capability among
dozens of states and other actors
to strike the US population and
critical infrastructure with a va-
riety of means.7 The Cold War
environment of clear intentions
but unknown capabilities has changed to one of
given capabilities, but unclear intentions. The means
of striking the US population and critical infrastruc-
ture are no longer limited to strategic nuclear de-

livery systems but now include laptops and even
smuggled chemical, biological, nuclear and radio-
logical (CBNR) agents delivered by unwitting com-
mercial carriers on time, on target. Attempting to
identify threats based on capabilities has lost some
measure of relevance when so many possess the
requisite capabilities. Tracking programs for weap-
ons of mass destruction (WMD) is important but
increasingly difficult and still does not actually con-
firm threats. Since trying to track capabilities is
nearly futile in a security environment where capa-
bilities are both easily concealed and proliferating

rapidly, assessing intent has be-
come increasingly important.

A common concern is that as-
sessing intent is like mind read-
ing�other actors are opaque
entities that may be neutral,
friendly or hostile. However,
such opaque actors are abstrac-
tions found in formal theory�s
black boxes. Adopting the mis-
taken belief that intent is un-
knowable leads one to view an-
other actor as a strange dog
encountered on a random walk:
will it wag its tail, move along
or go for the throat? One knows
its capabilities but not its intent.
However, usually a great deal is,
or could be, known about other
actors, particularly states. States�
interests, decision-making struc-
ture, institutions, track record and
key personalities are known with
few exceptions. Additionally,
states are not opaque to analysis.
Bureaucrats, diplomats, military
officers, journalists and others
can communicate policy di-
rections and provide insight
into likely actions. Similarly,
nonstate actors also can be
analyzed for insight into their

future actions. Intelligence agencies have many tools
to gain insight into an actor�s intent. One of the new-
est is the mining of text or data about the actor.

During the Cold War information was more re-
stricted than it is today. Two fundamentals have
changed. First, the collapse of the Soviet empire
loosed many forces, perhaps the most potent being
millions of minds and their voices. The second fac-
tor contributing to the information explosion is tech-
nology. Freedom of the press worldwide increases
information flow as does globalization of television
and the exponential growth of the Internet. Ironi-
cally, the vastly increased information available has

The means of
striking the US population
and critical infrastructure

are no longer limited to
strategic nuclear delivery
systems but now include

laptops and even smuggled
chemical, biological, nuclear

and radiological agents
delivered by unwitting
commercial carriers on

time, on target.
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not produced better insight. For
instance, during the Cold War a
public pronouncement by a So-
viet official could be relied upon
to reflect an official line. Whether
it was disinformation or not,
they knew we were studying the
statement, and we knew they
knew. The relative scarcity of
information on certain topics
made messages about these top-
ics important to study, regard-
less of accuracy.

One would like to know what
potential opponents are thinking.
Adolf Hitler�s Mein Kampf sug-
gests that sometimes threats re-
ally do reveal their intent. Some
intelligence tools like satellite re-
connaissance have limited util-
ity to determine intent, espe-
cially when capabilities such as
cutting-edge WMD develop-
ment programs are the target.
Likewise, electronic eavesdrop-
ping may be deaf to encrypted
communications over fiber-optic
networks. These collection ap-
proaches have the challenge of
obtaining and sorting data. However, a new ap-
proach exploits the twin expansions of freedom and
technology and can mitigate the effectiveness of tech-
nological countermeasures safeguarding threat in-
formation, as well as distinguish between data and
noise. Protecting all information is impossible, and
the expansion of information available increases the
probability that important data, even if only in par-
tial form, lies outside protected systems where data-
and text-mining technologies can provide qualita-
tive analysis.

Text mining means processing a document
through an information-sifting tool. Text-mining
tools vary but generally they identify the language
of a document, summarize and categorize a docu-
ment, extract key words, proper names and multiword
phrases, report frequency of word and phrase oc-
currence, statistically rank a document�s relevance
to a specific topic and glean other information.
Some incorporate a web-crawling capability, extract
latitude and longitude data, depict information in
spatial or temporal relationships, discover linkages
or chains of related information, cluster records by
like informational content, conduct cross tabulation
analysis and include statistical packages.  Advanced
use of a text-mining tool involves programming the
tool to sift a database for specific data and linkages.
Text mining can process a huge volume of informa-
tion, both real-time and archived and identify patterns

that escape human analytical
capability. Text mining is a
powerful tool but not a panacea.
The products require trained,
human judgement to make them
useful.

Any actor�s security elites ex-
press thoughts that have been
influenced by high-level intelli-
gence, military and diplomatic
briefings, interagency working
groups tasked with policy for-
mulation, blue-ribbon commis-
sion reports and other information-
dense sources. Those thoughts
therefore contain traces of dis-
tilled policy-formulation activity.
Analysis of many sources may
reveal patterns and linkages that
trace the outlines of an actor�s
future policy and actions. The
optimum level for targeting
qualitative analysis is probably
not the pinnacle of power, al-
though that is necessary. Many
statements by leaders are rigor-
ously vetted through their staffs,
including even their seemingly
impromptu remarks, and by the

time the leader publicly announces a policy it may
be in motion. Depending on the actor, the richest
information sources may be within the two or three
concentric rings around the leader. These elite
circles prepare the decision briefings, attend the in-
teragency working group meetings and draft posi-
tion papers that inform decision makers and shape
policy.

From a security perspective we want to know
who the threats are, the means they intend to use,
their targets and the ends they are pursuing. This is
fairly easy when dealing with an opposing state,
overt conflict, known capabilities, targeting for op-
timum military effects and clear ends based on an-
nounced war aims. A greater challenge is under-
standing emerging threats in the current security
environment such as actors (or states portraying ac-
tors) employing unconventional means against non-
traditional targets, for widely varied ends through
asymmetric, potentially anonymous, strategies.

This article examines a single book to demon-
strate text mining�s utility. For actual analysis a
single source is insufficient; hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of sources would be mined. But the example
demonstrates the process. The publication is Unre-
stricted Warfare by Qio Liang and Wang Xiangsui,
both senior colonels in the Chinese military. In their
book, the authors detail a strategy for war against
the United States that avoids strengths and attacks

Liang and Xiangsui
stated �A single man-made

stock-market crash, a single
computer virus invasion, or
a single rumor or scandal

that results in a fluctuation
in the enemy country�s

exchange rates or exposes
the leaders of an enemy

country on the Internet, all
can be included in the ranks

of new-concept weapons.�
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vulnerabilities. They argue that
future war is not limited to the
military domain and that conflict
will encompass all human ac-
tivities, including those tradition-
ally viewed as nonmilitary and ir-
relevant to military outcomes.
The credentials of the authors,
the official publication of the book
and the laudatory reception of
their work suggest that their
thoughts may help shape the
general outline of emerging Chi-
nese doctrine. The book even
sketches some potential strategic
outlines of attack should there
be a conflict between China and
the United States.8

Text mining of Unrestricted
Warfare followed a structured
list of threats, means, targets and
ends to classify passages. This
structure functioned as the study�s
codebook, a listing of all terms
used to identify elements of in-
terest. The codebook was sup-
ported by a dictionary that de-
fined what each code meant,
gave the context appropriate for assigning a code
to a passage, determined when the code would not
be assigned to a passage and gave an example text
passage corresponding to that specific code.  For ex-
ample, each text passage was analyzed, or mined,
to reveal a specific actor by both capability and in-
tent, the means the actor employed, target selection
and the ends desired by the actor. Within each of
these four categories the passage was further ana-
lyzed, with codes assigned to a specific type of
threat, specific means, specific target types and spe-
cific ends sought as depicted in Figure 2.

Using the table�s coding structure reveals patterns
inherent in the text. Code chains, or logic linkages,
consisting of Threata Meansa Targeta Ends
were clarified, such as Information Warfare Teama
Cyberstrikea Banking and Financea Asymmet-
ric Conflict/Contain the United States. Additionally,
the coding process allowed multiple coding within
categories, which provides better resolution of in-
tent. Recurring clusters of codes within a category,
such as Cyberstrike/Economic Attack/Information
Operations within Means suggest that these specific
combinations of Means should be expected in fu-
ture conflict with an actor whose data was mined.

Qualitative content analysis yields information
and patterns within text (as quantitative content
analysis does within numeric databases) that authors
(database managers) themselves may not know is
there. This powerful, automated tool can sift vast

amounts of data, flagging the
most promising for human ana-
lysts. Clarification of patterns,
frequency of word or phrase oc-
currence and other tools help
analysts see �red, blue and
gray� perspectives and interre-
lationships, as illustrated in
Figure 1. There are limits to
what can be revealed by min-
ing, and well-designed analysis
integrates seasoned human judg-
ment with mining tools. Com-
mon sense should be used in
reviewing chains, patterns,
clusters, frequency of occur-
rence and other results of quali-
tative analysis. Important in de-
termining intent, qualitative
analysis is a potent tool�but
remains a limited weapon. To
determine intent, or �see red,�
one must know what actors
meant, not just what they said.
Threats are looking at the United
States. The United States should
look at them to determine what
they see.

Seeing Red
Proposing a new concept of weapons does not

require relying on . . . technology, it just demands
lucid and incisive thinking. However, this is not

a strong point of the Americans, who are slaves
to technology in their thinking.9

� Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui

There are many red perspectives. Known threats,
such as specific states or nonstate actors, could be
studied. Additionally, theoretical actor types, such
as a pure-form transnational criminal organization,
could also be analyzed for insights into that model�s
preferred means, targets and ends. Studying many
red perspectives can help model a holistic typology
of threats existing across the security environment,
or a �threat kingdom.� In this context, the defini-
tion of kingdom corresponds to the scientific use of
the word as �the highest and most encompassing
group� of the primary divisions into which objects
are classified, such as the animal, mineral or plant
kingdom.10 Ordering threats in categories (analogous
to the scientific ordering of kingdom, phylum, class,
order and so on) enables better understanding of a
specific threat�s motives, means, methods and mis-
sion. A threat kingdom encompasses all possible ca-
pabilities and intents contained in the security en-
vironment.

Different red perspectives may overlap by threat
type, probable means chosen, targeting preferences

A threat kingdom actor is the
most dangerous potential
opponent, able to engage
across the entire conflict
spectrum in time, space,

intensity and instruments of
power, including strategies of
asymmetry and anonymity.

The concept of a threat
kingdom is not synonymous
with the label of superpower

or great power.
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and ends. Some red perspectives
may be unique. Actors may
closely approximate a pure type,
such as an autonomous terrorist
organization, while others, such
as China, may possess both the
capabilities and intent to employ
the total spectrum of different
threat types in a potential con-
flict, and thus constitute a com-
plete threat kingdom within a
single actor.

In the example of Unre-
stricted Warfare, the authors be-
lieve that open conflict between
conventional forces arrayed
against each other in formations
is obsolete.11 Conflict, especially
against the United States� cur-
rently preponderant military
power, will not conform to past
models such as the Gulf War.
Their argument is supported by
conventional military wisdom:
an intelligent actor �avoids
strength and strikes weakness.�12

They state that the overwhelm-
ing success of the US-led multi-
national forces and the emergence of new weapons
have paradoxically sounded the death knell of such
conflict. Instead, conflict �using all means, includ-
ing armed force or nonarmed force, military and
nonmilitary, and lethal and nonlethal means to com-
pel the enemy to accept one�s interests� is the new
face of war.13 The authors reason that confronting
the United States militarily is futile and unnecessary
since new means of attack expand the types of
targets.

Technology has created �weapons of new con-
cepts.�14 These new weapons are more lethal than
past weapons. But developing them is futile in
today�s security environment. The development of
improved weapons is expensive, America already
has a decided lead, and these weapons do not es-
cape the constraints of the Gulf War-style combat.
A breakout strategy called �new concepts of weap-
ons� is required to successfully prosecute war in the
current security environment, especially against the
United States.15 This red perspective �views as
weapons all means which transcend the military
realm but which can still be used in combat opera-
tions . . . everything that can benefit mankind can
also harm him . . . there is nothing in the world to-
day that cannot become a weapon . . . breakthrough
in our thinking can open up the domain of the

weapon kingdom at one stroke.
As we see it, a single man-made
stock-market crash, a single
computer virus invasion, or a
single rumor or scandal that re-
sults in a fluctuation in the en-
emy country�s exchange rates or
exposes the leaders of an enemy
country on the Internet, all can
be included in the ranks of new-
concept weapons.�16

Explicit in the argument is the
expansion of targets. Classic
warfare was directed against
armed forces. Liang and Xiangsui
argue that civilian populations
will bear the brunt of future war
due to countervalue targeting.17

�What must be made clear is
that the new concept of weapons
is in the process of creating
weapons that are closely linked
to the lives of the common
people. Let us assume that the
first thing we say is: The appear-
ance of new-concept weapons
will definitely elevate future
warfare to a level which is hard

for the common people�or even military ones�to
imagine. Then the second thing we have to say
should be: The new concept of weapons will cause
ordinary people and military men alike to be greatly
astonished at the fact that commonplace things that
are close to them can also become weapons with
which to engage in war. We believe that some
morning people will awake to discover with surprise
that quite a few gentle and kind things have begun
to have offensive and lethal characteristics.�18

This red perspective�s explicit advocacy of tar-
geting and denying critical infrastructure systems
may be a harbinger of warfare to come. Electricity,
water, national financial systems, transportation,
public health, emergency services and telecommu-
nications are examples of targets that could be af-
fected by new concept weapons. This strategy
avoids US strength, targets weakness and transcends
constraints of a classic military perspective. How-
ever, the target set is not limited to physical facili-
ties. Qualitative content analysis reveals, for ex-
ample, that the authors include �gene weapons� in
their arsenal of new concept weapons.19 Genetic
weaponry engages living organisms, such as crops,
livestock and human populations. Given the embry-
onic stage of genetic research and the widely pub-
licized failures of genetic medicine in human sub-

The banking and finance
system is a component of

critical infrastructure, but like
the emphasis on cyberstrikes

as a subcomponent of
information operations, the

heavy emphasis on targeting
the US banking and finance
system by this particular red

perspective makes it
necessary to track it with a

unique code.
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jects to date, research and development of gene
weapons may promise a chilling future of unin-
tended consequences.20

The Threat Kingdom
The new principles of war are no longer

�using armed force to compel the enemy to submit
to one�s will,� but rather are �using all means�to

compel the enemy to accept one�s interests.�21

� Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui

A pure threat actor is less complex in capabili-
ties and intent than a mixed type. The most com-
plex actor would possess �the highest and most en-

compassing� capabilities and intent and comprise a
threat kingdom of potential strategies. A threat king-
dom actor is the most dangerous potential opponent,
able to engage across the entire conflict spectrum
in time, space, intensity and instruments of power,
including strategies of asymmetry and anonymity.

The concept of a threat kingdom is not synony-
mous with the label of superpower or great power.
Superpowers and great powers may be constrained
by a variety of factors including norms and politi-
cal institutions. The United States, while a super-
power, does not embrace assassination as a legitimate
use of force. Britain, while a great power, does not

REGIONAL STUDIES
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pursue genetically altered bio-
weapons. Here again is the im-
portance of distinguishing capa-
bility and intent in assessing
threat. Many actors have the
technical knowledge to develop
and employ all capabilities, but
most do not intend to do so. It
follows that a superpower is not
the most dangerous opponent an
actor in the current security en-
vironment can face; a threat
kingdom actor is the most dan-
gerous opponent.

Waging what this red perspec-
tive refers to as unrestricted war-
fare depends on two prerequi-
sites: first, a complete toolbox of
capabilities and second, the in-
tent to use them if justified by
the ends. �This kind of war
means that all means will be in
readiness, that information will
be omnipresent and the battle-
field will be everywhere. It means
that all weapons and technology
can be superimposed at will; it
means that all boundaries lying
between the two worlds of war
and nonwar, of military and nonmilitary, will be to-
tally destroyed.�22

This model fails to recognize that ends constrain
means. This failure to adequately understand the pri-
macy of ends, however, does not make Liang and
Xiangsui�s study of means and targets less impor-
tant. There has been a sea change in the security en-
vironment. The potential for unrestricted warfare
exists, and it differs in scope and kind from the Gulf
War model of American materiel, intelligence and
technical superiority. The differences can be attrib-
uted to many factors, especially technology, but also
to a change in system structure, the emergence of
different actors with nontraditional motivations and
emerging �blue� vulnerabilities. This concept of un-
restricted warfare helps in the analysis of how this
particular red perspective views the threats, means,
targets and ends of future war.

The five most frequently cited threat actors in
these Chinese strategists� vision of unrestricted war-
fare were, in order: autonomous terrorist organiza-
tions, information warfare teams, states, hackers and
state-sponsored terrorist organizations.23 An autono-
mous terrorist organization is defined as a group that
is political in aims and motives; is violent or threat-
ens violence; conducts operations designed to have
far-reaching psychological effects beyond the im-
mediate victim or target; is organized with an
identifiable chain of command or conspiratorial cell

structure (whose members wear
no uniform or identifying insig-
nia); and is a subnational group
or nonstate entity.24 The infor-
mation warfare team is defined
as a group formed by a state or
nonstate actor to conduct infor-
mation operations as a primary
responsibility. The team does not
have to be permanent and may be
an ad hoc group to accomplish
a specific mission. State-spon-
sored terrorist organizations are
groups with the characteristics
of an autonomous terrorist orga-
nization but that receive addi-
tional logistic, training, intelli-
gence or other support from a
state and conduct attacks in ac-
cordance with some operational
guidance from that state.

The five most common means
mined from this red perspective
were cyberstrikes, information
operations, economic attacks,
bombing and direct action. A
cyberstrike is defined as a con-
certed computer network attack
(CNA) from, through and against

systems to deny, damage, disrupt, alter or destroy
the ability of the targeted system to function as in-
tended. The result is system-wide in effect, and typi-
cally a cyberstrike will target a critical infrastruc-
ture system. Information operations �involve actions
taken to affect adversary information and informa-
tion systems while defending one�s own informa-
tion and information systems. Information opera-
tions target information or information systems in
order to affect information-based processes, whether
human or automated.�25

This text-mining procedure applies the US
military�s doctrinal information operations defini-
tion, minus the CNA component. The prevalence of
cyberstrike throughout this red perspective, distinct
from other information operations such as decep-
tion, requires tracking with a separate code. The
code �economic attack� was added to the means tax-
onomy in Figure 1 as a result of its emphasis in the
source document and is defined as attacking an
opponent�s economic interests through trade sanc-
tions, freezing financial and other assets, currency
destabilization or hostile trade practices such as
commodity dumping.26 �Bombing� means using an
unconventional bomb and does not include bomb-
ing by air forces during an overt conflict. �Direct
action� is a physical attack directly against a target,
whether by a uniformed, armed force or guerrilla
or terrorist forces.

The most common
chain in the form of Threata
Meansa Targeta End cited
by the Chinese strategists

reveals a pattern of Statea
Economic Attacka Banking

and Finance/Businessa
Economic Advantage. The

first and best target from this
red perspective is a state�s
economic health�not its

armed forces.
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In emphasizing both non-
physical and physical means,
this red perspective advocates an
eclectic mix in unrestricted war-
fare. It is probable, based on this
red perspective, that conflict
would not be strictly confined to
a physical military confrontation
between uniformed forces. Rather,
analysis reveals that comple-
mentary physical and nonphysi-
cal means will be employed im-
mediately in a conflict.

The target sets mentioned by
the Chinese strategists are rela-
tively few. The most empha-
sized target from this red per-
spective is the US banking and
finance system. Second is busi-
ness, the major corporations that
make up the core economy of a
state for either substantive or
symbolic effect. An example of
this code�s use is the targeting of
US corporations by foreign intel-
ligence services to provide their
nation�s corporations a competi-
tive advantage. Third is the US
population, and fourth is a con-
glomeration of systems that col-
lectively describe US critical infrastructure as de-
fined by The Clinton Administration�s Policy on
Critical Infrastructure Protection: Presidential De-
cision Directive 63.27 The banking and finance sys-
tem is a component of critical infrastructure, but like
the emphasis on cyberstrikes as a subcomponent of
information operations, the heavy emphasis on tar-
geting the US banking and finance system by this
particular red perspective makes it necessary to track
it with a unique code.

The targets chosen indicate a strategy that by-
passes American military strength while directly at-
tacking critical infrastructure and population.
Coupled with asymmetric and anonymous methods,
this approach could inflict great damage. Without
an identifiable enemy, retaliation is difficult. The
ability to threaten America�s homeland with signifi-
cant new concept weapons potentially arms an op-
ponent with a strategic deterrent. The efficacy of US
saber rattling and heavy-handed diplomacy de-
creases when the opponent can inflict harm on
American infrastructure and population.

The five most cited ends within this red perspec-
tive are national security advantage, economic ad-
vantage, financial gain, political influence, and po-
litical change. National security advantage is defined
as the goal of obtaining an advantage over an op-
ponent to further security of a state or nonstate ac-

tor. The advantage can be tan-
gible or intangible in any instru-
ment of power. Economic ad-
vantage is defined as the goal of
obtaining a competitive advan-
tage in the economic realm by
a state or nonstate actor. Finan-
cial gain is defined as the goal
of obtaining wealth in currency,
commodities or other vehicles
of wealth transfer. The code po-
litical influence is defined as the
goal of obtaining influence in a
political system for furthering
interests of the actor pursuing
the strategy. Political change is
defined as the goal of causing a
significant change in another
actor�s political structure through
a deliberate strategy of attack
using any instrument of power.

The ends emphasized in this
red perspective overlap all four
instruments of power: military
(national security advantage),
economic (economic advantage/
financial gain), diplomatic/po-
litical (political change) and in-
formational (political influence).
From this red perspective, any

end that increases power is worth pursuing. Regard-
less of the threat portrayed, means employed or tar-
get set chosen, this red perspective describes a ra-
tional actor seeking to maximize power. This trait
makes calculation of this actor�s purpose in execut-
ing strategies relatively easy, if its operations are dis-
covered. Figure 3 clarifies relationship chains
among Threatsa Meansa Targetsa Ends.

After mining text, data can be manipulated to
show relationships. For instance, an analyst inter-
ested in seeing the relationship of different means
cited to obtain a given end could sift the data for all
occurrences of the specific end�s code tied to any
means� codes.  This pairing would give the analyst
insight into the red perspective�s thoughts regard-
ing preferred means to obtain a certain end. The per-
mutations and combinations that can be analyzed for
insight are almost limitless, but a caution is neces-
sary. The ability to see patterns and linkages once
removed from the original source is invaluable for
understanding the actor, the original source itself and
for gleaning relevant security policy insights. How-
ever, further manipulation of extracted data may
have a breaking point for pragmatic intelligence
analysis. Looking at relationships twice or more re-
moved from the original source, or reprocessing al-
ready refined data, may have diminishing returns in
qualitative analysis. At some point, additional ma-

One would like to know
what potential opponents are
thinking. Some intelligence

tools like satellite reconnais-
sance have limited utility to

determine intent, when
capabilities such as cutting-

edge WMD development
programs are the target.

Likewise, electronic eaves-
dropping may be deaf to

encrypted communications
over fiber-optic networks.
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We want to know who
the threats are, the means
they intend to use, their

targets and the ends they are
pursuing. This is fairly easy

when dealing with an oppos-
ing state, overt conflict and

announced war aims.
A greater challenge is under-
standing emerging threats

in the current security
environment.

nipulation of data may yield
valid statistics about what was
said but does not enhance under-
standing of what was meant.
Where this point lies depends on
the source and the research ques-
tions explored by the analyst.
Qualitative analysis is a power-
ful tool, but it requires common
sense and judgment to yield in-
telligence.

The most common chain in
the form of Threata  Meansa
Targeta End cited by the Chi-
nese strategists reveals a pattern of
Statea Economic Attacka
Banking and Finance/Businessa
Economic Advantage. This chain
suggests that this red perspective
considers economic issues im-
portant enough to spark some
level of covert conflict to change
relative economic power rela-
tionships between actors. The
banking and finance and busi-
ness sectors were viewed as key
targets. From an American per-
spective, an effective attack on
the US financial infrastructure
would clearly be a significant
event. But this red perspective�s emphasis on busi-
ness as a key target may differ from an American
perspective, in that business is not a direct agent of
the state.28 Interpretation of this chain, as with all
chains mined from qualitative analysis, should not
be inflexible. Within the text passages forming the
foundation of this chain are allusions to economic
espionage, assistance of private corporations by state
intelligence agencies, economic strength as a lever
for regional political control, economic intimidation
and other related thoughts. The point is that in pur-
suing unrestricted warfare, the first and best target
from this red perspective is a state�s economic
health�not its armed forces.

A very close second in terms of emphasis is the chain
Information Warfare Team/Statea Cyberstrikesa
Critical Infrastructurea National Security Advan-
tage. This chain heightens the intensity of conflict

by engaging a broad target set
that has physical implications
resulting from damage. It also
has the end of gaining a national
security advantage by improv-
ing principally military and dip-
lomatic measures of relative
power relationships. Targeting
critical infrastructure fits a strat-
egy of avoiding strength and at-
tacking weakness.

This red perspective is state-
centric in its viewpoints, not sur-
prising given the source of data.
However, the state in the chains
above initiates conflict as a co-
vert actor portraying another
actor, portending a possible fu-
ture of targeted states engaged
in shadow warfare against un-
known actors. Neither of the
above chains dictates that the
state must remain covert, but
analysis of both chains suggests
the initial phase of conflict will
be a surprise attack by a covert
actor.

Additional chains and other
products and metrics can be ex-
tracted from the data, but these

examples show how qualitative analysis can be
useful. The ability, automated but human-driven, to
mine many sources provides analysts with value-added
material and increases insight. One interpretation of
this specific red perspective could be that in a war
with China, America�s private and public economic
interests will be attacked abroad and at home and,
perhaps simultaneously, computer network attacks
will be launched against critical infrastructures.
This is a different scenario than military forces fac-
ing off around the Taiwan Strait. Brinkmanship with
an opponent actually operating from this perspec-
tive may involve greater risk of unintended escala-
tion than the six days of the Cuban Missile Crisis
in October 1962.

Text mining is an important tool for understand-
ing blue and red perspectives in a fundamentally
changed security environment. Such understanding
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is a prerequisite for crafting effective national se-
curity policies. During conflict, qualitative analysis
can prove a valuable source of information, enhanc-
ing the offensive and defensive use of force. The
importance of text and data mining increases as
other strategic intelligence tools decrease in efficacy,
due to target characteristics.

Any actor articulating a perspective, whether a
state or a terrorist organization, can be modeled us-
ing qualitative analysis. Source data can be a mani-
festo (such as the Unabomber�s) or a web page.
Friendly, neutral or hostile (blue, gray or red) per-
spectives can be modeled with results that enhance
security. Qualitative analysis can also serve as a
mirror that shows how others perceive oneself.

Unrestricted Warfare was used as an illustrative
example in this article but is not an official state-
ment of Chinese doctrine for future war; it is a
thoughtful statement by two Chinese strategists. The
framework of the document reflects the authors�
background as military officers and explores the
nature of a potential war between China and the

United States. Mining many such documents yields
insights. Threat kingdom actors should be priorities
for qualitative analysis techniques.

Without a clear, reliable articulation of an actor�s
future policy the next best sources of information
are the thoughts of that actor�s security elite, avail-
able from many open sources, such as speeches,
articles, books, interviews and policy papers. Quali-
tative analysis is not limited to text, but could in-
clude sources from video to intercepted cellular
phone transmissions. Any single information source
is of unknown utility for knowing another actor�s
intent. Text and data mining can sift all available
information sources, real-time and archived, extract
key information from noise and clarify patterns and
linkages not visible to human analytical techniques.

Determining intent is difficult, but it is not mind
reading. In a security environment where significant
capabilities proliferate out of control, assuming an-
other actor�s capability is prudent. Determining in-
tent therefore remains key in identifying threats to
American interests. MR
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